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The Origin of Dr. Pepper 

1. At first, food and drink was bland and tasteless. 

2. The Great Spirit, who came in the form of a bison, taught man to process maize into a 

sweetener called “high fructose corn syrup.” 

3. People added this to all treats to make them taste better. 

4. But that was not the last of The Great Spirit’s generosity. 

5. On the first day, The Great Spirit gave Man the first flavor, amaretto.   

6. On the second day, The Great Spirit gave Man the second flavor, almond. 

7. On the third day, The Great Spirit gave Man the third flavor, blackberry. 

8. During the next twenty days, The Great Spirit gave Man all twenty three of the Sacred 

Flavors. 

9. The Great Spirit took on the form of a man, and showed the people how to combine all 

twenty three flavors. 

10.  When all the flavors were combined, it made a magical drink like no other. 

11. The Great Spirit called this drink Dr. Pepper. 

12. Everyone enjoyed this beverage, as it tasted heavenly.  

13. This period of happiness and peace will, unfortunately, not last. 

14. The Evil Spirit conjured up another drink, much like Dr. Pepper. 

15. This drink, however, didn’t contain the twenty three sacred flavors. 

16. The Evil Spirit called this drink “Mr. Pibb.” 

17. Mr. Pibb soon became almost as popular as Dr. Pepper. 

18. Those who drank Dr. Pepper hated those who drank Mr. Pibb. 

19. Those who drank Mr. Pibb hated those who drank Dr. Pepper. 



20. War broke out between the two factions.  The fighting went on for months. 

21. The Great Spirit was furious at the Evil Spirit.  He could not believe someone could make 

a drink so vile. 

22. The two spirits fought for some time, but eventually came to settle their differences. 

23. The Great Spirit shared a Dr. Pepper with the Evil Spirit, and the Evil Spirit shared a Mr. 

Pibb with the Great Spirit. 

24. With the spirits at peace, peace among men was restored.   

25. Everyone could enjoy their preferred beverage without needless violence.  

 


